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THE SERVICE OF SECURITY. 

Frederick the Great once said: 

"It is pardonable to be defeated, but never to be taken by 

surprise," 

A force taken by surprise may be compared to a sleeping man 

attacked by a well prepared enemy. Astonishment, confusion and 

alarm are opposed to coolness, pre para ti on, and confidence: 

and severe blows may be receivecl before an3.r can be given in 

return, The surFrised force must possess many elements of -superiority over its assailant to be able to overcome the enor

mous disadvantage at which it is taken: and a surprise generally 

. means defeat. 

If the entire force could be kept continually on the alert . 

ships in battle formation, steam for maximum speed, ~to. , sur-

prise would be impossible: so too, if the plans and movements 

of the enemy were accurately known b~· the commander, surprise 

could be easil:~ avoided. But to keep the force al•Nays in battle 

formation, to maintain steam for maximum speed at all times, 

would cause an enormous exp en di ture of fue 1 and so reduce the 

radius of action of the force as to seriously decrease its 

efficiency, and the knovvledge of the enemy's mmwements and objects 

is generally incomplete and usually inferential. 

To guard against surprise use is made of detachments of 

small fast ships to cover the area from which the main force 

ma;\r be threatened. This dut~r is called "Protective Reconnaissance" 

or "Protective Scou ting 11
• 

:Protective ~couting is that which is confined to ensuring 

the absence of the enemy from areas from which the main body may 

be threatened, or to obtaining just sufficient vvarning of his 

proximity, and to preventing the intrusion of enemy scouts of 

small fig?ting value. 

Protective scouting is a passive oper~tion. It differs 

from age;ressive scouting in that its mission is one of security, 

the warning of the enemy's presence being its principal object. 
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As the area from which the main body may be threatened 

moves with the movement of the main body, the area observed by 

a force engaged in this service, is based upon the course and 

speed of its own main body. The area to be searched is 

controlled by information of oners own main body in contra-

distinction to information of the enemy main body which informa-

tion usually controls the area to be searched, 

No force however strong, or how apparently free from 

o:bservat ion, should fail to detai 1 a sufficient force for 

protective scouting, unless covered by a protective screen. for 

the knowledge as to whether or not the enemy is informed of 

one's own main body's position may be of vital importance in 

the succeeding operations. 

In detailing a · force for protective scouting the commander 

should keep in view five conditions: 

(a) The arc to be covered. 
r 

(b} The radius of the arc. 

(c) The desirability of preventing intrusion 

by enemy scouts. 

(d) The speed and strength of the ships detailed, 

(e) The proportion of the force that can be spared 

for detached dut~. 

The arc to be covered depends upon the information of the 

enemy 1 s scouting forces and of his main body. If the information 

is definite it may be possible to limit the area searched by the 

protective scouts to an area from which the enemy will probably 

approach, It is usually advisable, if the force is sufficient, 

\ 

\ 

I 
I 

to carry the arc through the entire three hundred and sixty degrees. 

The radius of the arc is dependent upon the stat~ of pre

paredness for battle o:f the ma in body, if preparations are com-

:plete not rrru.ch warning will be required; if, however, the main 

body is steaming at low speed to save fuel. the protective force 

should be at a distance sufficiently great to assure the main 

body am:ple time to prepare for battle. 
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The desirability of preventing intr 1J.sion by enemy scouts 

depends primarily upon the probability of the enemy making a 

destroyer attack. If the enemy has no destroyers present, close 

observation will do little more good than the location of the 

protective scouts, If c1estroyers are present with the enemy 

force it is desirable to reduce observation to a minimum. If 

scouts are to be denied entrance, the distance between ships 

eng ag ed in protective scouting should not exceed fifteen miles; 

if the warning of the presence of the enemy main body is the 

only duty of the Protective Scouts, the distance may be increased. 

If enemy scouts are to be a enied intrusion, the dist ance 

of the protective scouts from the main force should be greater 

than the range of visibility of the smoke of the main body. 

'.i:he s12eed and strength of the ships detailed for protective 

scouting will seldom be a matter of choice. Such ships as ~re 

available must be used giving p reference to f a st ships that can 

avoid the enemy if of inferior force, and overtake the enemy if 

of superior force; tLe number of ships is dependent upon condi-

tions (a), (b). (c). 

The proportion of the force that can be spared upon detached 

duty .depends largely upon the force of the enemy, the probability 

of attack and the relotive speed of the f orces. The smaller the 

force the fewer the ships that can be sp a red. No set proportion 

could in any way fix the proper force. 

A commander when detailing a force for protective scouting, 

must balance his desire for adequate protection against hig 

reluctance to detach a large proportion of his force, and a 

suitable compromise is not always easy to fix. If this f.01·ce is 

distant, concentration for battle is delayed; if cloge, secu.Aity 

from observation by scouts is not assured. 

Fast ships of small fighting va lue are probably the best 

type for this service, though, when such vessels are engaged in 

' \ 
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aggressive scouting, destroyers or even battleships may be forced 

to do this duty. 

In the preceding pages only that branch of the service of 

security which aims at the prevention of a surprise attack or 

observation by scouts has been discussed. 

Two other branches of the service of security are recognized, 

as follows: 

(a) Security against the enemy's observation of the 

main body, or main body and train, effective 

against any force other than the enemy main body. 

(b) Security for the main body and train against 

actual torpedo attack. 

Under the first he~ding come the forms of operations 

knovm as "Offensive Screening" and "Protective Screening". 

Under the second heading "Defensive Sere ening", 

Security against the enemy's observation may be afforded 

by three methods: 

·c, 

(1) By destroying the enemy's observation, 

(scouting) force. 

(2) By furnishing the main body such information 

of the enemy's forces that it will be enabled 

to avoid them by maneuvering. 

(3) By denying information to the enemy's reconnoiter

ing forces at such a distance from the main body 

that its exact location can not be determined. 

The first type of these operations 11 Offensive Screening" 

is a combination of methods 1 and 2 given above, and can only 

be undertaken when the force available is much stronger than 

the reconnoitering force immediatel;y opposed. · If by taking 

the offensive against the enemy's reconnoitering force it can 

be destroyed or pushed back upon its ovm main body, the great

est amount of security has been given to one 1 s own main body. 

'.lhe principal ~ask of the "Offensive Screen" is to defeat 
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or contain the enemy's reconnoitering force, This force must 

be located before it can be attacked. 1he main strength of the 

screen should not therefore be too widely separated ·from the 

main body until the enemy searc hing forc e is located• 

An advance by the screen in strength previous to the 

location of the enemy se archin t_s force mi ght be but a blow in 

the air. If it f ailed to fi nd the e nemy -searching force it 

mi·ght continue the a dvance in the wrong clirection, thereb y af-

fordi ng the se a rchin g force the opp ortunity of loc &.ting the main 

body witho ut opposition. The enemy s co u ting line must be first 

1 o c a t e d by a dv anced scouts • 

The adv anced sc out s ha vin g lo ca ted the enemy scouting lin e 

the scre en should ad vance to en ga ge, A greatly superior · 

st r en gth should be brou ght into aach action, if possible. The 

ideal is to be so superior as to crush the opposin g shi p s with-

out su st a ini ng any dama ge. This ca n h ardl; y be hoped for, but as 

sncc 0ssf u l search requires dis persion, so successful scre ening 

re quires co n centr a tion. If, therefore, the ships of the screen 

are f a st enou eh to a ct together in overpowerin g enemy scouts 

some con c entr a tion should a lw ay s be possible, 

, The lo ss or injur y of & ship is a greater di s adv ant E;ge to 

the se a rc h in g force t ha n to the s cre ening force for the a rea 

assi gn e d to the injured ship must be left unsearched or other 

ships must incre (ls e their are a s, thus decreasing- the ef f iciency 

of their s e a rch. 

Ever y victor y will increase the mor a le and Will decre a se 

that of the e nemy, The loss of a n y ship in t he se a rching force 

will cause a .1.\Q.P.J' dispersion of the re mainin g force. Jf evasi .on 

by the ma.in bod y becomes imp os s ible and offensive action is de-

cided up ~n these su c cessful en gag ements will greatly f acilit a te 

one's •wn sc outin g ope r ations. 

The adv anced sco ut s m11,st be f aster than any ships of the 

enemy se a rc h in g fo r ce if p ossible. In fact successful screening 

re quires shi p s th a t 2.re faster t ha n t h e s h ips of th .e search ing 
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force and of equal or greater strength. The screen must be 

.faster than any force of superior strength that the enemy might 

sond against it. 

In order to locate the enemy scouting line at a distance 

sufficient to permit of concentration of the screen and attack 

upon tho enemy reconnoitering ships before s _ome of these enemy 

shi~s could sight the smoke of the main body, it will be necessary 

to guard against all methods of search that might be used b~, the 

enemy, and the screen so arran3ed that if the enemy scout can 

not be stopped he can not make contE ,ct during that day,..light, 

These forms m~y be considered as follows: 

1. Direct method, 

2. Out and In method. 

3. Some form of Retiring Search. 

4. Trailing. 

To guard against the direct method there must be two lines 

of scouts ahead of the rr13,in body separated by a distance equal 

to night run of enemy scouts plus night advance of own force. 

In taking up positions for search oper&tions, \'m.ich would-

be the only pr obable use of the direct methoa_, we may assume 

th at , the speed of t he enemy scouts will be their economical 

speed, say twelve 1mots, the night run would therefore be 

approximately 144 miles. Assumin g speed of own force as ten 

knots, the night advance of own force would be 120 miles. The 

distance between the &dv&nce scouts of the screen &nd the advance 

gu_ard should be approximately 264 miles. 

To guard against the Out and In method there must be a line 

of the screen not further ahead of the f!13.,in body th an the day-

run of the enemy scouts plus day-run of own main body, Assuming 

enemy scouting speed as 20 knots the distance must not exceed 
' 

three hundred and sixty miles. The ad.vance g1.1ard can fulfil 

this condition. 
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To guard against the Retiring Search Method it will be 

neces fJary to hc;.ve Flank Guards. For an~r given position it is 

possible to determine the course -that an enemy must be steering 

to intercept the main force 1 assuming the scouts to be using 

the retiring search, when the point of departure and own sp~ed 

are known and enemy speed assumed, 

Knowing own main body speed and assuming enemy speeds of 

twent~r to fifteen kno.,,.s, the danger area can be calculated. 

Allowing for area covered by the main body and train and a 

factor of safety for Visibility of smoke the length of the 

line to be covered by the flank guard can be calculated .. 

·To guard agains~ trailing there must be a line of the 

screen in rear of the main body at a distance not less than 

da;ylight run of scout minus daylight run of main body, equal to 

approximate l~r 120 miles. 

The sketch indcates the formation as it would be used by 

the Black Fleet un~_er the above assumptions, 

FORCES, 

5 BB, i B, 23 S, 4 F, 8 E. 

In addition to the Offensive Screen there would be required 

a for ,ce for 11ProtEJcti ve Scouting 11
1 and when the area of probable 

destroyer attack is reached, for "Defensive Sere en ing". 

Enemy ships that can not be destroyed should be ·tracked, 

PROTECTIVE SCREENING. 

Unless the force a •railable for screening operations is 

much superior in strength to the scouting force of the enemy, \ 

the operation of offensive screening is attended with much 

dan 0er nnd a large chance of failure. In cases where the forces 

are nearly er.ual, or the screenine force is inferior it is 

better to attempt to . deny information of the location of the ;nain 

body from a distance such that th .e exact loc&tion of the rr..ain 

body can not be accurately determined. 
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':'his operation is cs,11ed Protective Screening and the Pro

tective Screen is pl&ced at a distance from the main body such 

that any enemy force approachine; may be met and repulsed by a 

superior force before it can see the smoke· of the ms, in body. 

This distance wiJ. l depend upon the strength of the force de

tached for the screen and will vary with the number of ships 

available, and the amount of arc around the main body that 

may be exposed to the enemy. 

A Protective Screen is desi gned not only to give warning of 

the enemy 1 s approach, but. also to a_eny information to any enemy / 

force weaker t han his main bod:- 1 and it must be the aim of the f 

commander to blo.:ck absolutely tl:e passage of any such enemy / 

forces, Such enemy forces as rrake contact with the screen should 

be pursued and destro~ied if possible to do so without seriously 

reducing the efficiency of the screen. 

If the force det &iled for p rotective duty is not strong 

enough to fight to deny inform at ion to the enemy, its value lies 

in the information it can obtain of the enemy 1 s scouting forces 

from which information the main body may be able to maneuver to 

avoid observation, In this case, the operation has merged into 

Protective Scouting~ 

The sketch sr .ows the Blue Fleet and train enroute from 

Guam to a base further West, with a force detailed as a 

protective screen, 

The doctrine of the Blue Protective Screen is as follows~ 

1, 11he :position of the Protective Screen must be across 

the probable course of the enemy's search, 

2, , It must be at a distance from the screened force 

sufficient t o sto p the enemy's scouting ships beyond 

daylight sight con tact of the smoke of the n1l in body, 

3, The object of the protective screen being to destroy 

the enemy's scouting efforts, it should be able to 

detect an enem~r1 s approach without turning it back. 
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4, In rear oi the observing force,. in the outer line of 

the screen, there should be a. force of sufficient 

strP.ngth ,so distributed that it may concentrate from 

several directions upon an approaching enemy. 

5, Destroyers in the outer line of the screen have a two

fold mission (a) to detect and report approach of 

enemy scouts, (b) to attack enemy scouting force 

after nightfall. 

6. As an observing force 1 destroyers occupy the outer line 

of the protective screen, 

7, As an attacking force, destroyers in the outer line 

should be arranged in stro~g groups. 

8, Upon contact with enemy. neighboring destroyer groups 

concentrate and keep touch with enemy preliminary to 

attack after dark, 

9. Any enemy force seeking to penetrate the sereen is the 

le gi timate ob je ct of attack by destroyers of the 

screen, after dark. 

10, It is impracticable to have the protective screen occupy 

its distant position from the main body during daylight 

and dr aw it in to a position in the defensive screen 

during dark. 

The three li nes f)f the Pr otective Screen are called: 

(a) Pickets, 

( b) Ou tguards, 

( C) Supp0rts. 

If there is an additional force f or general support of the 

of resist ance it is called the Reserve. rt would be 

centrally lo ca ted, but nearer the van of the screen than the r8ar. 

From the statement of ·the objec Jc of the Protective Screen, 

from the doctrine and from the sketch, it will be noticed that 

the d.readnaugh t battleships are pln ced as a support for the 
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screen. The use of such ships for screenin g can only be justi 

fied when the force protected is of vital importance to the 

successful issue of the campaign . 'l'his will be the case in a 

large oversea .campa i gn in which the train and. transports 

must be afforded the greatest security , 

It is seldom that such a sere en would surround a fleet 

unaccompained by a train , for the exposure of major ships in 

the screen would not be justified if the protection they af 

forded was only for the benefit of weaker and J.ess valuable 

ships of war. 

The area to be covered by the Protective Scre en is con

troililed by the course and s peed of the main body but the 

distri bution of ships in the screen shou l d be modified to 

present the strongest f orce in the most pr obable area of 

contact with enemy ships , 

The ma in body may be maneuvered within the protectiv e 

scr e en in such manner as to prevent observation by enemy ships 

making conta c t with or p2 rti a l piercing of the screen , it mly 

by t akin g ad vanta ge of inforn a ti on from the screen avoid a 

force which successfully penetrates the screen. 

The protective screen maintains its position during 

darkness and must durin g dayli ght hours be prepared for maxi mum 

spe3d a t a11 times after an area of probable contact has been 

re ached. 

'1:he main force must defend itself during darkness and for 

this object there must be a seperate and distinct screen which 

is called the Defensive Screen . 

The Defensive Screen , 

The Defensive Scre en is a close screen around the main body , 

tra i n or wha tever force is to be gua rded, for the purpose of 

disc losing the appro ach of enemy vessels, especially torpedo 

craft, and of 0estroyin g s u ch enemy vessels si sht ea. 
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The usual formation is circular or polyhedral, surrounding 

the forces to be guarded, in two or three lines, The outer line, 

called pickets, is composed of vessels of small value, but 

having good searchlights gunpower is va luable but not a 

neces s ity. 
. . . . . 

'l'he second line, called outguards, composed of vessels of 

good anti-torpedo battery, such as small cruisers; a third 

li ne, called supports, of major ships, 

The distance from tt.e force to be guarded is dependa n t upon 

the number of vessels available. Ves s els in the outer line 

should not be at a dist ance in exce ss of four th ousand yards, 

less distance is ~referable. 7his li ne should be at least ten 

thousand yards from the force gu arded. 

The cruisers in the second line should be about three 

thousand .yards inside the pickets , and so situated that they 

command with guns the passages bet ween pickets. 

The support s should be about three thou~and yards inside 

the cruisers, ( ou tgu ards) . 

The force guarded should be in such form a tion that the 

ships of greatest value are inside. In ~ase there ara trans

ports, the inner p~sition should be assigned to them. 

The formation of train
1 

transports and battleships within 

the Defensive Screen, should be an open one. Distances of 1000 

yards if possible, If the formation is of more than one column, 

the columns should be at intervals Qf at least four thousand 

yards, 

Destroyers sho uld not be considered av a ilable for use irt 

i defensive screen. If there is a protective screen they should 

be detailed to that. If there is no protective screen, they 

should be used offensively against the enemy main force, In 

any case they should be so disposed as to make certain that 

they will not under any circumst ances be mistaken for enemy 

destroyers. Their gunpower is small and the possibility of con

fusion due to mistaken identity is great and might be disastrous. 
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If present, they should be assignea_ a st a tion well outsicle the 

screen or within the screen in such a position that they can 

not be mistaken for enemy destroyers. 

Upon an enemy force being disclosed the pickets illuminate 

the force and use such gunpower as they have to destroy the 

attacking force. 

The cruisers (outguards) fire at the att a cking force which 

is illumin ated by the searchli ght s of the pickets. When the 

attackin g force had advanced beyond the power of the se a rch

lights of the p ickets, or in case the number of searchlights in 

the picket line is insuf f icient to i1lumin a te all the attack-

ing force, the outguards turn on thdir searchlights. 

The supports continue to fire at the ships illuminated 

by pickets and outguards until the attack has re a ched the 

line of supports at v1hich time they take up the illumination 

and fire is opened by ships of the main f orc0. 

In case the enemy destroyer attack is supported by battle

cruiser or other ships of good gm1power, they ms,y attempt to 

prepare the way for the torpedo attack by attacking ships of 

the picket lime and the outguards. Such an attack is disastrous 

to the screen, a nd major ships must be det a ched and directed 

to engage such enemy vessels _. Iv 

Service of Security Gen9ra1. 

The types of operations which constitute the Service of 

Security, have now be-en discus se-G. The tWJ)ical forms dis cussed 

have considered the entire fleet as being avail a ble. In many 

minor operations the Service of Security is equally important 

but the force available is seldom adequate to any of the 

prescribed types. In this · case the force , available must bo 

J 

used offensively, protectively or defensively as the circumstances 

die ta te. 

Offensive movement s a re pref0r a ble as they destroy enemy 
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ships or interfere wit,h scou ting ope rations. The dispersion 

of force in such operetions must be ca refully balanced with 

the chance 0£ the enemy making contact with the screened force, 

in superior strength, during the absence of the screen. 

Protective operations are the next in efficiency. If 

sufficient force is p resent, enemy scouts should be denied 

information of the force screened, If this is impossible, the 

enemy scouts should, several hours before dark, be driven 

outside of visibility of the smoke of the force screened. 

Defensive operati ons are le as t efficient for the enemy 

being aware of the location and formation of the force at dark, 

can make his attack unaer the most f r,vo:cub le conditions. 

(W. S. P. } 
( July 28, 1914) . 










